Dunny Doodle
Decorate your own designer Dunnsy!
Scavenger Hunt Scramble
Help Red Button and Friends unscramble the household objects! Once you’ve figured out all the clues, see how many you can find in your home!

PARPECLPI

YONCRA

FALSHILTGH

TOTOHBRUHS

PSAUTLA

BCAKPCKA

DVEOI MGEA

BIULIDNG LBOCKS

HIARBURHS

OCMPUTRE

BONUS ROUND!
NIMT
ACNLDE
RBUBRE ABDN

ANSWERS: Paperclip, Crayon, Flashlight, Faucet, Light Switch, Backpack, Video Game, Building Blocks, Hairbrush, Computer

BONUS ANSWERS: Mint, Candle, Rubber band
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Driveway Designer

Use the spaces below to sketch out ideas for your next chalk drawing masterpiece!

Now use your sidewalk chalk skills to bring your sketches to life outside! Ask a grown-up to share your driveway designs online with the hashtag #thisishowweSONIC.
Dunny Differences
Can you spot the three differences between each pair of SONIC Dunnys below?

1. A. Cherry location, eye color, mouth size
   B. ? ?

2. ?
   A. ?
   B. ?

3. A. ?
   B. ?
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